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the EXHIBITION
twentyONE+, a national juried textile exhibition, celebrates the
Western Australian Fibre and Textile Association’s twenty-first anniversary.

Founded in 1995, the Western Australian Fibre and Textile Association
(WAFTA), is a dynamic and progressive organisation whose members include
both established and emerging artists and therefore represents a diverse
range of experiences, needs and artistic practices. Within the membership
there is also an increasing crossover between textiles and other mediums –
from glass, digital print, digital projection, ceramics and metal through to
ephemeral landscape works.
The exhibition brief to the WAFTA community, and more broadly to fibre
and textile artists Australia-wide, was to enter work which considered and
explored the emotionally evocative, tactile, sculptural and sensory qualities
of fibre and textiles. Artists were encouraged to push their practice and
expand their engagement with the material, aesthetic and conceptual
qualities of fibres and textiles, whilst employing high standards of design and
craftsmanship.
A sympathetic fusion of textiles and other mediums was also encouraged.
The twenty-two artworks selected by the jury explore the brief in diverse
ways. Between them, the artists employ a vast array of processes
incorporating a combination of traditional, contemporary and experimental
techniques or applications reflecting the growing interest and appreciation of
textile and fibre art within the broader artistic community.
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jurors+COMMITTEE
JURORS

Claire Bushby – co-ordinator of SPS

Olga Cironis – artist

Alison Hayles – curator

COMMITTEE

Gail Hawes – embroidery specialist

Jan Mullen – textile artist

Joy Keith – quilting enthusiast

Louise Wells – textile artist

Annie Shelley – textile artist
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curator’s ESSAY
Alison Hayles, Arts Professional. June, 2016.

“All young ladies accomplished! My dear Charles, what do you mean?
“Yes, all of them I think. They all paint tables, cover screens and net
purses… I am sure I never heard of a young lady spoken of for the
first time, without being informed that she was very accomplished.”
(Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice)

As I begin to think and write about this exhibition,
I’m sitting in a timber framed house in Kallista in the
Dandenong Ranges in Victoria. It’s a cold and rainy
day. The damp air seeps up through the floorboards
and the sound of two clocks punctuate the passing
seconds: slightly out of synch, the second hands
competing with each other.
Back in Perth the artwork is yet to be delivered
or installed. Indeed, most of it I’ve only seen
in photographs. In Kallista there are quilted
placemats on the table, I’m wearing a hand-knitted
mohair scarf, a machine knitted merino sweater
and my felted wool coat sits on a woven rattan
chair in the corner. And I think about the rhythm
of stitches. I think about the makers and the
making. The techniques, processes, and practice.
Each of these objects represents an established
technique, whether hand or machine, which has
a certain rhythm, repetition, which in turn echoes
the ritualized patterns and rhythms of life. These
objects and garments represent the functional
roots of textile art and yet they are not art. They are
things which must lose their utility before they’re
considered art.
They also speak of the traditional association
of textile and craft objects with the home and

with women’s work. As the quote from Pride and
Prejudice indicates, Regency women who were
skilled in the decorative arts were highly regarded.
Needlework and embroidery techniques such as
whitework were popular pastimes, but aside from
this so-called ‘fancy work’, the more practical
application of sewing clothing, ‘plain work’,
was essential to the running of the household.
Interestingly, what came to be regarded as a
legitimate occupation for women within the home
was, outside of the domestic sphere, largely the
domain of men. The making of textiles such as
tapestries in factories and workshops in Europe
was dominated by men as far back as Early
Modern and Medieval times. I reflect on the fact
that this exhibition certainly doesn’t challenge
the feminisation of textiles, with all the selected
artists being women and many of the works being
explorations and meditations on domestic themes,
but simply reflects the reality that most artists who
work with textiles are women.
I was curious when asked to curate the Western
Australian Fibre and Textile Association’s (WAFTA)
exhibition. I don’t have a background in fibre
or textile art. Heck, I don’t even knit. I can only
recall working on one exhibition in an established
gallery featuring anything close to it, the fact is that
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most art museums and galleries have traditionally
privileged painting, drawing and sculpture over
other mediums. (I use the term curate here loosely.
As a juried exhibition, beyond the initial selection
process, it essentially became about exhibition
design: laying out the space, a search for themes,
and attempts to find links between seemingly
disparate works, through colour, medium, scale,
form etc).
The need to categorise art and the world of
objects, which is central to traditional museological
and curatorial practice, has lead to popular and
professional definitions of the boundaries between
art and craft practice and objects. As such, in
addition to the gendering of craft practice, we
have come to associate craft with a particular
group of materials – wood, metal, glass, textiles,
ceramics etc – and their associated techniques and
methodologies. Much has been written about the
relatively recent emergence in 1960s and 70s of
fibre and textiles from the cloistered world of craft

into the realm of ‘high’ or ‘fine art’. And 50 years
later this struggle seems to be echoed in WAFTA’s
attempt to reshape and redefine itself within what it
sees as the world of contemporary art.
The focus of the exhibition brief for me,
demonstrates a concern with the notion of the
contemporary within the context of textile art, and
textiles within the context of contemporary art.
Textile art, as a result of its craft-based origins,
concerns the process of making and the connection
between the materials and technologies/techniques
and the maker. It can involve the fabrication of a
textile, the decoration, embellishment, coloration
or treatment of a textile, or the assemblage of an
existing textile. More recent contemporary practice
also seeks to develop ideas through the interaction
between the materials and the techniques and
technologies associated with them. Here artists
were asked to “to push their practice and expand
their engagement with the material, aesthetic
and conceptual qualities of fibres and textiles,
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whilst employing high standards of design and
craftsmanship”. Furthermore a sympathetic fusion
of textiles and other mediums was also encouraged.
Consequently, during the selection process, the
submission of artworks which were too close to
traditional handcraft techniques and forms were
rejected in favour of those seen to employ more
‘contemporary’ techniques.
This convergence of mediums serves to dissolve
categories of art practice, reflecting certain ideas
about contemporary art practice, where artists are
no longer defined by the medium in which they
work, but by simply being an artist. This idea is
can be seen in Annie Shelley and Alana McVeigh’s
Threads of Porcelain, which in the gallery space
is set upon a plinth made from a worn concrete
paver. Here porcelain entombs a piece of crochet,
in effect memorialising a crochet blanket. Perhaps
this suggests the death of the textile, echoing the
numerous pronouncements and ongoing debate in
the art world about the so-called ‘death of painting’.
Similarly, Marianne Penberthy’s work on corrugated
iron In the Meantime, merely makes reference to
textiles through what she calls “implied patchwork”
and “implied textile”. Kate Weedon-Jones’ Red
Centre Vision uses a variety of techniques including
painting, stenciling, dyeing and screen printing on
a cotton support. For me this points to a slippage
between what is considered textile art and what
is a painting. Can a painting by virtue of being on
canvas also be considered a textile?
Contemporary textile practice is often about
appropriating traditional handcrafting techniques
for non-traditional or even subversive purposes. This
practice and work therefore carries with it a certain
self-consciousness or awareness of its origins and

reflects the focus of much contemporary textile
practice, which is an attempt to create distance
between itself and its craft/utilitarian origins whilst
simultaneously referring back to its own history. This
creates a slightly uncomfortable relationship to the
past as it carries with it the burden and blessing of
its heritage.
Zoe Barry’s untitled diptych uses cotton handstitching and collage on paper, embracing
traditional embroidery whilst dispensing with the
traditional embroidery textile support. Whilst Jan
Mullen’s Feathering the nest #2: death of the doily,
depicts the obsolescence of the table cloth or doily,
after it was replaced by the easy-clean surfaces like
Laminex. Here oval-shaped laminate samples are
attached to a vintage square of embroidered linen.
Objects which were made by hand have become
relics of the past, and like contemporary textile
practice, this work reflects the move away from
producing objects of decorative utility or
‘fancy work’.
So I’m left with the question of where and how this
exhibition and the textile works it represents fit into
the concept of contemporary art? And how do they
attempt to negotiate the established hierarchy of art
and craft? Seeking to situate new work in materials
traditional to craft within the realm of contemporary
art is problematic. Without defining what it means
to be contemporary or interrogating the art vs craft
and high art vs low art constructs, one effectively
gives acknowledgement and legitimacy to the very
model which has historically subjugated and resisted
textile art and practice. The challenge for WAFTA
as it seeks to define its future, and textile artists
generally, is how to grapple with these questions.
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speaker’s NOTES
Dr Ann Schilo, School of Design & Art, Curtin University. June, 2016.

I wish to acknowledge the Noongar people the traditional custodians of
this land on which we meet. My respect to their elders and ancestors.
I also note today is national arts action day. As arts supporters you,
no doubt, are aware that funding for the arts is as much an important
political issue as building yet another sports stadium.

It is a privilege and a pleasure to be invited to
open the 21st anniversary exhibition of the Western
Australian Fibre and Textiles Association and to
be here this evening to celebrate not only their
achievements but also their continued importance
in the local, national and international art scene for
the development and expansion of contemporary
textile arts. As you look around the gallery you can
see the evidence of their commitment to advancing
both the technical expertise of the practice and
its creative evolution. My congratulations to all
the artists, practitioners and members of the
Association.
When I look around the room I notice all of us are
already implicated in the world of textiles and its
practices. Quite obviously we are wearing clothes
made of the stuff. They are a connecting thread
between our selves and the world about us.
Whether these garments are bought off the rack in a
high-end fashion house, from an op shop, designer
bespoke or home-made, they are implicated in
meanings about who we are, how we see ourselves
and the way others look and respond to us. In some
way these clothes are our calling card in the social
world. It is this aspect of textiles as a connection
between the personal and the communal, that I wish
to consider here.

At the risk of sounding like a sermon delivered by
the local church pastor, I will take as my text the
following quote from Carole Hunt, who says that
textiles ‘have the capacity, - if not unique then
unusually powerful - to embody both a communal,
historical moment and a local individual specific
story’ (Hunt, 2014: 226). Thus in the context of this
evening’s exhibition we are looking at moment in
the communal history of both this organisation and,
more generally, Western Australian art practices,
and also the individual stories of not only each
artist but also ourselves as audience members, as
in consort we create the work. While Hunt’s essay
is a very scholarly one into the meanings of worn
clothes and textiles as an archive of memory, it is
her consideration of the connections between the
self and the outer world, as well as her assertion that
textiles ‘communicate meaning through properties
other than the purely visual’ (226) that provides the
basis for my address.
These works are a locus, a pivotal point between
the artist and the social cultural world. They are
art within what Rosalind Krauss calls an ‘expanded
field’ (Krauss: 1986), that is they are not restricted
to conventional definitions of textile production,
nor standard formulae about art, but rather
incorporate materials, practices, methods and
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ideas from a myriad of sources. They range from
what we might call ‘traditional’ in those everyday
understandings such as plain sewing, stitching,
embroidery, quilting and so forth, yet also involve
experimental, contemporary forms that engage
in multi-disciplinary approaches and practices. So
for example in Family Tree, Margaret Ford uses
numerous familiar domestic art techniques, crochet,
embroidery, knotting, yet she extends the concept
of a family lineage within a Western Australian
location through her use of local dyes and the
motif of indigenous flora. Similarly at first glance
a number of artists, for example, Janie Matthews,
Jan Mullen, and Marianne Penberthy reference
patchwork and quilt making practices, and Helen
Ting’s work might be seen as just another example
of weaving, however all these works actively expand
on traditional practices through the incorporation of
new materials, methods, and ideas to present very
contemporary forms.

Certainly all these works enter into the space of
the art gallery through their shift from attending
solely to the pragmatics of practice; the physical
properties of fabric and fibre, the sensitivity to
its textures, drape, durability and so forth, or to
technical expertise, those highly valued skills and
crafting we all can appreciate. Instead the artists
extend their work into a rich and varied fertile
conceptual ground. On one level this can be
seen as an investigation into processes, materials,
fabrication, where the acts involved in making, and
the passage of time taken to create, are critically
analyzed and foregrounded, for example: in Jody
Quackenbush’s homage to her great grand-mother
Ivy; or in Alana McVeigh’s and Annie Shelley’s
juxtaposition of crochet lace making with porcelain.
There are numerous other examples here where the
artists have been inspired by the actualities of textile
production, which in turn inform the visual and
sensate experience of the work.
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On another level the idea that inspired the artist,
the specific story she wishes to tell, is envisaged
through the materials at hand, for example: in
the bricolage of Trudi Pollard’s personal reflection
on her childhood practice of cubby making; in
Katrina Virgona’s sculptural variations on a hat pin
for Emmeline Pankhurst; in the evocative stitched
and dyed blanket strips of Glenys Mann’s poignant
political comment on the safe transit of children; or
in the perverse humour of Zoe Barry’s stitchery on
images from popular culture.

Again my congratulations to the artists for such fine,
well-considered work. Happy 21st birthday to the
Western Australian Fibre and Textiles Association;
may your future endeavours be as rewarding as
those exhibited here.

Importantly, these works allow us to reflect upon
and see our world anew, not through the restricted
purity of vision – the traditional discerning eye that
views art – but through an understanding drawn
from our lives which are immersed in material and
sensate experiences. Although these works are
hung in a gallery, complete with those institutional
prohibitions about not touching the valuable
Art, we are able - informed by the very material
substance, the stuff of the everyday, the clothes, the
domestic interiors, the fabric of our daily lives - to
transcend that so called purity of vision. This is an
aesthetic appreciation that is grown from intimate
and embodied knowing.
I mentioned at the start of this address that
textiles provide a bridge between the self and the
communal. These artworks before you are such a
connection. They offer a meeting place between the
ideas of the artist and her deftness with the materials,
which she uses to fabricate her story, and our own
understandings, which we bring with us when we
reflect on the work. I hope this exhibition gives you
as much pleasure and insight into our contemporary
social cultural world as it has given me.

References:
Hunt, Carole. 2014 ‘Worn clothes and textiles as archives of
memory’ in Critical Studies in Fashion and Beauty vol 5 No. 2.
Krauss, Rosalind. 1986 The Originality of the Avant-Garde and
Other Modernist Myths Cambridge: MIT Press.
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the ARTISTS
ZOE BARRY
MARJORIE COLEMAN
REBECCA CORPS
MARGARET FORD
JAN HOLLAND
GLENYS MANN
JANIE MATTHEWS
ALANA MCVEIGH
JAN MULLEN
ANNETTE NYKIEL
MARIANNE PENBERTHY
TRUDI POLLARD
JODY QUACKENBUSH
EMMA SEATON
ANNIE SHELLEY
ROBI SZALAY
HELEN TING
KATRINA VIRGONA
KATE WEEDON-JONES
LOUISE WELLS
ANNE WILLIAMS
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UNTITLED
H – 23, W – 23 (each panel)
Materials: cotton, paper.
Techniques: collage, hand stitching on paper.
Photographer: Josh Wells

Within my art there is a certain sensitivity present; emotional honesty, catharses, and rawness of the
momentary thought. I regularly employ the use of contradictions, irony and humour.
The autobiographical issues can relate to anyone and the aesthetics have a deeper intricacy to explore.

ZOE BARRY
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ENERGY (Triptych) 1: Exchange 2: Action 3: Store
H – 77, W – 40, D – .5 (each panel)
Materials: linen, viscose, paper, cotton thread, insulated copper wire, hearing aid batteries.
Techniques: line stitching, gel pen drawing on paper.
Photographer: Josh Wells

I’m a textile craft practitioner, interested in stitching ideas.
Energy neither created or destroyed, only changed.

MARJORIE COLEMAN
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HARVEST
H – 140, W – 100, D – 2
Materials: grapes, silk, egg, silk thread, embroidery hoops.
Techniques: eco-dying techniques using egg as a mordant, both in hot water and cold, hand stitching.
Photographer: Rebecca Corps

Previously in the fashion design industry, my love of textiles weaves into my exploration of the fine arts.
Inspired by the Ferguson Valley wine region this artwork explores the interaction between winemaker
and the annual grape harvest.

REBECCA CORPS
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FAMILY TREE
H – 130, W – 50, D – 50
Materials: silk, cotton, wool, mohair, angora and stainless steel yarns, cane, linen string, florists’ and cake decorators’ wire.
Techniques: freeform crochet, dyeing with Eucalyptus wandoo; embroidery and knotting.
Photographer: Josh Wells

A plant’s leaves and branches are each unique but all share a likeness. They collectively mean life and
growth for their plant, which is part of a complex eco-system. It is the same with people, their families
and society. Can we celebrate individuality... but contribute to the common good?

MARGARET FORD
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MATRIARCHS: Paper Nautilus #2 & 3 – circular jabara and knots1
H – 200, W – 100, D – 20
Materials: silk organza, thread, sari ribbon, silk cocoon stripping, fabric hardening emulsion, wool.
Techniques: ‘circular jabara’ and ‘knots’, Bojagi, thread embellishment, hand lace-filling stitch, floating silk pieces
hardened with a liquid sculpting medium, hand and machine stitching.
Photographer: Simon Cowling

I reference the matriarchal strength and fragility of my heritage in line, form, texture and resilient
images. 3D elements retain the softness and movement I seek – my recent challenge. Surrounding
herself and brood with a paper thin chamber they float near the surface.
Nurturing. Vulnerable. Alone.

JAN HOLLAND
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ARE WE THERE YET?
H – 80, W – 120
Materials: found wool blanket, fine wool cloth.
Techniques: plant dyed, hand stitched.
Photographer: Josh Wells

Sitting in the back of an expensive car a child says ‘Are we there yet?’ as they approach a fast food
outlet....sitting in a leaking boat a child says ‘Are we there yet?’ as they approach what is deemed to be
a better life.

GLENYS MANN
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MENDINGS, ENDINGS AND NEW BEGINNINGS
H – 63, W – 63, D – 2
Materials: cotton fabric, recycled cotton and polycotton shirts, recycled brooch, polycotton thread.
Techniques: rust dyeing, hand stitching.
Photographer: J Matthews

The path through life meanders and changes. Recycle, re-purpose, re-use. As there are endings, so
there are new beginnings. New journeys, new directions, new destinations.

JANIE MATTHEWS
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THREADS OF PORCELAIN
H – 6, W – 30, D – 26
Materials: cotton thread, porcelain slip.
Techniques: crochet, ceramic processes.
Photographer: Josh Wells

This artwork repositions crocheted lace into the world of contemporary porcelain. The material
threads of cotton combine with the tradition of porcelain in a re-framing of both histories. It
connects the generations by drawing together the skills of the makers.

ALANA MCVEIGH + ANNIE SHELLEY
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FEATHERING THE NEST #4 – beautiful values
H – 205.5, W – 90, D – 2.4
Materials: wooden support/ frame, paint chips (card), thread, glue.
Techniques: freehand machine stitching, collage.
Photographer: Bewley Shaylor

In Australia our swans, Cygnus Atratus, are black with a touch of white – though the feathers of their young
are greyish brown. They feed at dusk, they travel by night, they nest in colonies, they mate for life...
The wholesome values of Cygnus Atratus. The beautiful values of their feathers.

JAN MULLEN
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FEATHERING THE NEST #2 – death of the doily
H – 125, W – 120
Materials: unfinished vintage linen embroidered cloth, silk voile, linen and cotton fabrics, ‘formex’ (laminate) samples, paint pen,
perle cottons and vintage threads.
Techniques: drawing on ‘formex’ samples, hand tacking/quilting and hand stitch.
Photographer: Bewley Shaylor

I grew up admiring the handwork of my mother’s and grandmother’s generations. I collect these ‘discards’
although contemporary life has no use for these fripperies. I grew up with a builder father working with
easy-clean Laminates which made those fripperies obsolete. Laminate – the death of the doily.

JAN MULLEN
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CONTAINED BY FIRE
H – 25, W – 45, D – 40
Materials: foraged palm inflorescence, foraged palm fibre.
Techniques: random weave, plied fibre string.
Photographer: Annette Nykiel, Josh Wells

Made while isolated and under threat by fire, the random weave contains the chaotic experience. The
highly inflammable material symbolises the threat but also the post fire rebirth. A strong base of a
community pulling together, with tenuous outside support and vulnerable to the vagaries of nature.

ANNETTE NYKIEL
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IN THE MEANTIME
H – 35, W – 71, D – 1
Materials: found corrugated iron, earth pigment, imagery, adhesive, lace curtaining.
Techniques: stitch, resist mark making, implied patchwork, implied textile.
Photographer: Marianne Penberthy

Unearthing a fragment, searching for form, attaching a memory, observing time, noticing corrosion,
recovering lace, shifting thoughts, catching a stitch, stumbling across a truth...

MARIANNE PENBERTHY
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CONTEMPLATION CUBBY
H – 180, W – 98, D – 98
Materials: cotton, linen, silk, paper, yarn, clay, found objects – seeds, stone, shell and clay.
Techniques: hand stitch, knitting, crocheting, shibori using indigo and natural dyes, free machine embroidery,
hand made paper.
Photographer: Josh Wells

In my young years I lived in many different countries and homes. I used to create my own
home to hide my beautiful seeds, stones, shells, cloth, paper. I made, stitched and arranged
them for me only. In this piece I would like to portray this, because I still think I am doing this,
but now I share it.

TRUDI POLLARD
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MOMENTO FOR IVY
H – 113, W – 35, D – 10
Materials: calico collar surrounding a central picture, antique gloves, lace, buttons, a chicken wish bone, my own hair,
shells, feathers beads, gold tooth.
Techniques: transfer printing with eucalyptus oil, reverse appliqué, sewing, embroidery.
Photographer: Jody Quackenbush

The textile wall hanging/ sculpture is a bricolage of small objects and materials formed around a
transfer printed image of my great grandmother Ivy. Ivy was a tailor and like many women of her
generation was talented in many crafts.

JODY QUACKENBUSH
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EUCALYPT lll
H – 20, W – 35, D – 17
Materials: linen, laundry starch, cotton embroidery thread.
Techniques: pattern development, 3D fabric manipulation, hand stitch, machine stitch.
Photographer: Emma Seaton

Part of an exploration into the varied shapes of the eucalyptus pod. Having simplified the shapes
in drawing I have moved through pattern development into 3D interpretations. The starched linen
reflects the rigidity of the hard dried pod, stitch creates the folds and shadows.

EMMA SEATON
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UNTITLED
H – 120 to160, W – 15 to 20, D – 2 (four pieces)
Materials: found threads, found fabrics.
Techniques: machine embroidery, natural dyeing processes.
Photographer: Pauline Abordi, Josh Wells

This work refers to the stories of British and European women who travelled to the East in the
nineteenth century.
The materials allude to their journeys and their barely visible, brief presence in history.

ANNIE SHELLEY
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CAUSE AND EFFECT
H – 77, W – 62, D – 1
Materials: cloth, thread, ink, photographic print.
Techniques: free hand machine embroidery, deconstruction, screen printing, photography.
Photographer: Laszlo Szalay

As with the Instagram filter, used to mask or enhance an image, we too choose layers which
reveal or conceal ourselves. Either consciously or unconsciously, they are fluid and ever changing;
in a constant cycle of breaking down, emerging and evolving.

ROBI SZALAY
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THE DARK FOLDS OF NIGHT
H – 77, W – 31.5, D – 6
Materials: ramie and high twist wool warp, metallic yarn weft, wire.
Techniques: plain weave; selected activation of the high twist yarn (by application of water), hand
sewing, inserted wire.
Photographer: Keith Friendship

This work is inspired by the feeling of the night sky – its sweep and the light.
I wanted to evoke that feeling of wonder. The work’s title is taken from a poem by
Rumi which has the following line: ‘When beauty dwells in the dark folds of night,
love comes and finds a heart entangled in tresses.’

HELEN TING
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EMMELINE
H – 48, W – 17, D – 3.5
Materials: wool, wire, threads, human hair, knitting needle.
Techniques: felted and stitched onto wire armature.
Photographer: Ben Joel

Taking its cue from the spear-like hatpins used in the Belle Epoque, this piece is a tribute to
Emmeline Pankhurst (1858-1928) one of the sharpest suffragettes.

KATRINA VIRGONA
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RED CENTRE VISION: Panel 1, 2 and 3
H – 111, W – 111, D – 3 (each panel)
Materials: 100% cotton. Dyed with procion dyes, screen printed with permaset inks.
Techniques: various techniques are used in combination in the 3 panels; hand painted, hand drawn liquid wax screen,
printed, shibori, dyed, hand cut stencils, screen printed.
Photographer: Kate Weedon-Jones

My work predominantly shows a strong interest in the interplay of combined techniques, loose
geometric design and colour. These panels are interpretative works from the powerful stimuli of
the Australian Central Desert.

KATE WEEDON-JONES
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BEHIND THE DIAGNOSIS
H – 12, W – 49, D – 40
Materials: upholstery fabric samples, stainless steel wire, nickel plated beads.
Techniques: hand cut circles threaded onto wire in stripes and arranged to represent Chromosomes in free form.
Photographer: Josh Wells

A Karyotype showing 3 pairs of #21 Chromosomes gives a diagnosis of Trisomy 21 Down
Syndrome. This work, showing those same Chromosomes in a free state, represents the person
behind the diagnosis; their uniqueness, layers and complexity, likes and dislikes, hopes, dreams
and passionate love of life.

LOUISE WELLS
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SKY DEITIES
H – 68, W – 46, D – 1.5
Materials: linen, cotton.
Techniques: hand stitch, embroidery.
Photographer: Josh Wells

I have been making a series of drawings of cloud formations. This has led to contemplating
the names given in many cultures and ages to the powerful presences sensed behind the ever
changing face of the sky.

ANNE WILLIAMS
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ZOE BARRY
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
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Consultant, Fitzgerald Photo Imaging

2015

Assistant to the Curator/Editor, the Artist’s Chronicle

2015
2014

2012–2014

Art Technician, Balcatta Senior High School

Retail Assistant, Jacksons Drawing Supplies

Assistant Administration Officer, Art on the the Move

2011–Present Casual Exhibition Installation, various
2011–2012

Membership Coordinator, Artsource

2010

Graduate in residence, Curtin University

2011

2010
2010

Certificate in Arts Management

Curatorial Internship, Exhibition Installation, Reception, Fremantle Arts Centre
Graduated Bachelor of Arts (Art), Curtin University

EXHIBITIONS
Solo Exhibitions
2014

Hypnopompic Phenomena, Peek-a-boo Gallery, WA, AUS

GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2015

Studio Artists Exhibition, Tresillian Arts Centre, WA, AUS

2013

Bright Lights, Small City, Buratti Fine Art Gallery, WA, AUS

2013
2013
2013
2013

2012

2012

Frig it’s Cold, Peek-a-boo Gallery, WA, AUS

Grow Your Own Sketchbook, Propel Youth Arts, various venues, toured WA, AUS
Unconscious ARTiculation, Melody Smith Art Gallery, WA, AUS

Burnie Print Prize 2013, finalist, Burnie Arts and Function Centre, TAS, AUS

Print Association of Western Australia Members Exhibition, Atwell Gallery, WA,
AUS
Compact Prints, Umbrella Studio, QLD, AUS

2011

Make Friend VII, Norfolk Basement, WA, AUS

2011

Port Jackson Press Australia Graduate Printmaking Award, James Makin Gallery,
VIC, AUS

2011

2011

2010
2010

2009
2009
2009
2009

Colosoul Art Exhibition and Auction, Wilkinson Gallery, WA, AUS

BSG Small Works, Brunswick Street gallery, VIC, AUS
ARTillery’s Masterpeace, Manhattans Bar, WA, AUS

Works on Paper 2010, Brunswick Street Gallery, VIC, AUS

Curtin Degree Show, Department of Art, Curtin University, WA, AUS

20x20, Print Exchange Program Exhibition, Think Tank Gallery, Curtin University,
WA, AUS
30x30, Fundraiser Exhibition, Tangent Gallery, Curtin University, WA, AUS

Tote Bag, Fundraiser Exhibition, Tangent Gallery, Curtin University, WA, AUS

COMMISSIONS
2012

Angove Street Festival 2012, City of Vincent, WA, AUS

CURATORIAL
2013
2011

Unconscious ARTiculation, Melody Smith Art Gallery, WA, AUS
Kick the Habit, Free Range Gallery, WA, AUS

AWARDS
2011

Winner of 3D category, Victoria Park Art Awards 2011

2005

Best Water-Colour Painting: Cuballing Art and Flowers Festival

2006

Winner of Youth Health Art Prize, Great Southern Division of General Practice
Network
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MARJORIE COLEMAN
ARTIST STATEMENT
I have never studied physics but was enchanted to learn that energy can neither be created nor
destroyed – only changed.
Hence three pieces that tell this:
Energy Exchange
Energy Action
Energy Store
The first two speak for themselves; the third has some reference to the iCloud.

BIOGRAPHY
I have always sewn: dolls clothes, my children’s clothes fancy dress, and my clothes.
While living in Hawaii in the 1970’s, Hawaiian quilts found me. This lead to exploring and
developing in the quilt medium. I gave workshops for group community programs (WACAE)
and published works and articles – always based on my own designs from experience.
I was one of the first to reference Australian plants that lead to the National Gallery of Australia
collecting one of my quilts in the early 1980’s. I have also had work collected in Japan, France,
USA, UK and Australia.
Latterly my interest has turned from the quilt idiom to presenting ideas in simple stitchery (not
embroidery) largely on linen or silk organza.
I am a stitcher of ideas.
I also worked on the Parliament House embroidery with the Embroiderer’s Guild and an account
of that and my other activities is in the National Library Sound Archives.

REBECCA CORPS
ARTIST STATEMENT
Previously in the fashion design industry, my love of textiles weaves into my exploration
and learning of visual arts. Research drives me in the search for the ideal expression of the
synchronicity, as well as tension, between human and environment. Currently finishing a
Bachelor of Arts Honours at Edith Cowan University in Bunbury I am in the beginning years of
my artistic practice and enjoy exploring a variety of media including painting, sculpture, textiles
and installation.

BIOGRAPHY
Rebecca began her working life as a dressmaker in the Northern parts of Western Australia
whilst looking after a young family. Needing new inspiration after moving to the Southwest
she began a degree in Visual Arts at Edith Cowan University Bunbury in 2012. It was from this
experience that she found a passion for artistic exploration.
At the end of her Bachelor of Arts she received the art partners prize for the highest achieving
student and gained entry into the Bunbury Biennale exhibition with one of her textile
installations.
As part of her Visual Arts Honours degree last year she had the opportunity to create and
install a public artwork under the direction of renowned artist Alex Mickle.
Throughout the last three years she has had many opportunities to be part of various exhibition
at Bunbury Regional Art Gallery and Edith Cowan University with this year being accepted into
the Southwest Survey exhibition as well as being a finalist in the Common Threads Wearable
Art competition in Mandurah.
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MARGARET FORD
www.mnfblog.com
Born 1951 in Perth, Western Australia but spending the greater part of my life in Melbourne and
Canberra, I returned to Perth in 2006.

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
Bachelor of Science (Monash), Gradate Diploma in Administration (University of Canberra),
Diploma of Human Resources (Canberra Institute of Technology), Graduate Certificate in
Pharmacy Entry (Murdoch), Master of Arts, Pharmacy (UWA -part only).

CAREER HISTORY
Now retired, I had a thirty-year career in public administration, culminating in senior executive
positions in the Commonwealth Government and at The Australian National University. On
the side (necessarily as time was limited) I was a member of several textile groups, serving on
management committees and having work in their joint exhibitions.

TEXTILE BACKGROUND
In 2012, after many years of “playing” and the accumulation of a lot of techniques as well as the
ubiquitous large stash, I resolved to have a go at producing some real textile art: to make it the
focus of my days rather than a marginal activity. I have no formal art training but lots of great
friends and fellow members of textile organisations such as WAFTA, WAQA, SAQA, FeltWEST, SDA,
Ozquilt, The Hand spinners’, Weavers and Dyers’ Guild, etc., to be inspired and advised by.

FAVOURITE TECHNIQUES
After spending years acquiring patchwork and quilting skills with the associated challenges of
design and use of colour, I attended several workshops with Prudence Mapstone. Possibly as
an early warning of senility, I rediscovered my crochet and knitting skills as a seven year old.
Suddenly I saw clearly the potential of these mediums for the making of three-dimensional work
and for the use of existing skills like hand-stitching and natural and other dyeing.

EXHIBITIONS
I participated in the WAFTA exhibitions Naturally, In-Tension, Mysterium and Memory &
Commemoration between 2009 and 2015. All of these pieces were layered fabric twodimensional works, which used hand-dyed materials. I also entered works into the two
exhibitions of the Designing Women (WA) group: Dimensions in 2012 and Seams and Layers
2014. Both works in the latter two shows were three-dimensional, fabric based, naturally dyed
pieces. ‘Leaf Litter’, the work from the Seams and Layers exhibition, was subsequently shown as
part of an exhibition at the Forest Heritage Centre in Dwellingup.

MELD
In 2014 I had work in the exhibition Hidden Revealed Transformed, a joint showing of work at the
Showcase Gallery in Perth by four friends identifying as the MELD group. It was there for the first
time that I included three-dimensional crocheted work in addition to stitched pieces.
While Hidden Revealed Transformed was a successful exhibition and gave me a bit more
confidence,
Benjamin Disraeli’s saying “Success is the Child of Audacity” rings true still. Entering
twentyONE+ was an act of incredible audacity, and, incredibly, my work ‘Family Tree’ was
selected!
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JAN HOLLAND
ARTIST STATEMENT
Born in Sydney Jan moved to Perth in the early 70’s drawn to the beaches, space and beautiful light
and colour.
Her love of textiles was nurtured both at school and home where she recycled the family’s cast-offs
to make her own outfits. These years of experience with all fibres, fabrics, techniques and mediums
gave her the understanding on which to build on her love of textiles. A short term of employment
as an apprentice dressmaker saw her skills extended to finer stitching techniques using the most
beautiful fabrics.
As part of her degree she completed a textiles major with the late Elsje van Keppel where she
moved into stimulating, contemporary textiles exploration and skill development. Jan later took
up and studied patchwork quilting and surface design, tapping into some of the innovative and
contemporary expert tuition of Perth artists. More recently, while exploring the influence of strong
matriarchal family members, Jan shifted her textiles focus towards the qualities and impacts of her
female heritage on herself and future generations. This work continues.
Current influences on this work include her lifelong love of the beach and Japanese couture.
Jan loves working in whites and natural fabrics, sometimes making sharp contrasts in pieces by
combining inflexible heavy and lighter fabrics, and also by incorporating 3D techniques with
softness and fragility.
She still muses that recently she upsized her house to make room for her art.

QUALIFICATIONS
1995

Bachelor of Education (Textiles major), Edith Cowan University, WA, AUS

RECENT EXHIBITIONS
2014

Salvage Selvedge, The Moores Building, WA, AUS

Works shown; Wattle & Daub, Molly’s Kitchen, Magpie Feather, Round Pegs and
Square Holes.

GLENYS MANN
www.fibrearts.jigsy.com www.glenysmann.jigsy.com

ARTIST STATEMENT
I am a contemporary quilt maker that works with ‘found’ cloth, namely old wool blankets, fine hand
knits (mainly baby clothing and shawls), Digital art and silk, all hand stitched.
My work is inspired by emotions of the environment and emotions of everyday life.
‘Horizon’ series, 1998 – 2008, was an on-going series that traced the emotions of always trying to
achieve the ‘Horizons’ that we set as goals, but never seeming to be able to attain. This series has
finished with 64 art works!
Late in 2008 I started on a new body of works….’MEMORY CLOTH’. This series will extend my
thoughts even beyond what I feel is possible. I will be considering how the cloth is hung on the
wall… not rigid as in the ‘traditional’ way of exhibiting, but allowing the cloth to retain a “memory”
in the folds that are free to form! There were over 100 art works in this series.
In 2014 after a three year dearth of artistic endeavours, to get back into the realm of creativity, I
embarked on a new series…’WAITING’.
Knitting was a part of my life…my Father’s knitting and the baby knits that he constantly knitted.
I’m seeing what comes from collecting found cloth, namely hand knitted baby clothing and old
blankets.
This is an ongoing series about ‘loss’. To date there are 28 art works in this series.
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BUSINESS PROFILE
For more than 30 years I have been coordinating small events that bring national and
international fibre artists to Regional Australia.
Since 2001 my business has expanded to become FIBRE ARTS AUSTRALIA. I now bring 36
renowned artists each year to teach at the Fibre Arts events. These events happen all over
Australia and New Zealand.

JANIE MATTHEWS
ARTIST STATEMENT
Since leaving university in 1996 I have exhibited both nationally and internationally in a range
of media. While I work primarily in textiles I do not limit my practice to one medium, I use
whichever media or technique will best realise my ideas.
In general terms, my work is focused on concepts of fragility, temporality, history and memory. I
aim to reflect these ideas in the language of fabric, thread and stitch.
I am interested in the historical place of textiles, the relationship of cloth to the body and the
traditions associated with making.
I find the keeping and treasuring of old, used, objects, particularly cloth, fascinating. Because
ideas and memories are often inconsistent and fleeting, their meaning is also constantly shifting
and changing.
Usually, I find the action of hand stitching quite meditative, the choice of stitch or the colour of
thread used is not always pre-determined. While I have an overall idea of the direction a piece
will take, I allow the work to ‘speak’ and guide my hand. The obvious investment of time needed
to create a hand-stitched piece is in itself part of the work.

EDUCATION AND QUALIFICATIONS
1998

Certificate in Museum Studies (Distinction), Edith Cowan University, WA, AUS

1995

Bachelor of Arts (Art) (Distinction), Curtin University, WA, AUS

1998

Bachelor of Arts (Art) (Honours – First Class), Curtin University, WA, AUS

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS
2015

Expressions: The Wool Quilt Prize, National Wool Museum, VIC, AUS

2012

Mine Own Executioner, Mundaring Arts Centre, WA, AUS

2014
2011

Stitched and Bound, Heathcote Art Gallery, WA, AUS
Love Lace, Powerhouse Museum, NSW, AUS

2010

Expressions 2010, Wool Quilt Award, National Wool Museum, VIC, AUS

2008

Expressions 2008, Wool Quilt Award, National Wool Museum, VIC, AUS

2004

Australian Quilts in Germany, Manheim, GERMANY

2010

2004
2003

Embroidery with Wool Exhibition, Embroiderers’ Guild of Victoria, VIC, AUS
Expressions 2004, Wool Quilt Award, National Wool Museum, VIC, AUS
Pojagi and Beyond, Waco, Texas, USA

2003

2nd International Lace for Fashion Award, Powerhouse Museum, NSW, AUS

2000

City of Perth Craft Award, Craftwest Gallery, WA, AUS, (Touring Exhibition).

2001

2000
2000

2000
1999

Quilt National ‘01, Dairy Barn Cultural Arts Centre, Ohio, USA, (Touring Exhibition).
Kimono Show, Gallery East, WA, AUS

Miniature Works, Textiles from Western Australia, Gallery Gallery, Kyoto, JAPAN
folding, An Exchange Exhibition of Works in Fibre, Itami Museum of Arts and
Crafts, Kyoto, JAPAN

Shibori in Contemporary Art, Museo Nacional de BellasArtes, Santiago, CHILE
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ALANA MCVEIGH
ARTIST STATEMENT
My work examines simplicity of form, translucency, a sense of stillness and an enquiry into
aesthetics. Working with the material (porcelain) has become the catalyst for my practice; it is
a time where a type of understanding begins; the point where my investigation is initiated and
streams of research are identified, and where the fluid mental engagement is realized through the
material.
Fusing the influences of minimalist design principles and Western philosophical discourse, and the
ubiquitous markings left behind by time. The wheel thrown forms carry the textured patterns and
the subtle imprints caught between the flow of the natural world.

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
2011

Doctor of Philosophy candidate (Current), Curtin University, WA, AUS

2008

Master of Arts (Art) (Distinction), Curtin University, WA, AUS

2004

Bachelor of Arts (Art), Curtin University, WA, AUS

2006

2002

Bachelor of Arts, Honours (Art) (1st Class), Curtin University, WA, AUS
Advanced Diploma of Art & Design, Perth Central TAFE, WA, AUS

2001

Diploma of Art, West Coast College of TAFE, WA, AUS

1999

Certificate 1V Art, West Coast College of TAFE, WA, AUS

2000
1996

Advanced Certificate, Art & Design, West Coast College of TAFE, WA, AUS
Certificate Art & Design, North Metro College of TAFE, WA, AUS

TEACHING EXPERIENCE
2014–current Lecturer & Supervisor, Master of Applied Art & Design, Curtin University, WA, AUS
2014

Tutor, Fremantle Arts Centre, WA, AUS

2010–2011

Lecturer Honours/Masters, Curtin University, WA, AUS

2010–current Sessional Academic, Curtin Open University, WA, AUS
2009–2011

Tutor/Teacher (ceramics), SODA Studios, WA, AUS

2009–current Tutor (seminar program), Curtin University, WA, AUS
2007–2009

Lecturer (ceramics), Curtin University, WA, AUS

2004–2007

Tutor/Teacher, Tresillian Centre, WA, AUS

2007

2004–2006

Tutor/Teacher (Art), Kalamunda Senior High School, WA, AUS
Teacher, Clay Play Pty LTD, WA, AUS

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2013

Guest speaker ScanCeram, Tolne, (Scandinavian Ceramic Conference), DENMARK

2012–14

Director Harry & Harriet Australia, WA, AUS

2013

2012

2012

2009
2009

2006
2006

2006
2002

Catalogue essay A Presentation of Time, Canada, ISBN 978-1-927516-04-1
Guest lecturer Shaw Centre Medicine Hat, Alberta, CAN
Guest speaker Red Deer College, Alberta, CAN

Invited Speaker 2009 International Masters Workshop, Jingdezn, CHINA

Invited Speaker Australian Ceramics Triennale, University of Sydney, NSW, AUS

Invited Speaker Ceramics Arts Association WA, Edith Cowan University, WA, AUS

Invited Speaker Verge National Ceramic Conference, Conference Centre,
QLD, AUS

Demonstrator- Large scale ceramic forms, Verge National Ceramic Conference,
QLD, AUS
Research Assistant, 3 Elements Exhibition, Australian Embassy, Tokyo, JAPAN
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JAN MULLEN
www.janmullen.com.au www.janmullen.com.au/blog

ARTIST STATEMENT
I started my ‘making life’ afresh in January 2015 with the aim of exploring a totally self-centred
approach to designing and making. Setting a ‘back to base’ approach was needed after many
years of working commercially in the Quilt Industry, then teaching locally in my studio, and most
recently initiating and coordinating Salvage Selvedge – a large Community project.
The starting theme for this reset was the Black Swan.
Whilst seeming quite specific, the thought lines that project out from this bird/this symbol are
many. As I researched and recorded ideas, the theme fortuitously became a link to many of my
other interests….
I collect ‘stuff’.
This mostly lowbrow ‘stuff’- much of which is probably of paltry value to anyone else – is an
invaluable resource collection. I have accumulated this visual library because I understood, deep
down, that it could be valuable to me in the future, that it would help to tell my story via ‘the
stories/ the stuff’ that I am interested in.
I am not limited by either my research or my starting points.
I am drawing from my history and my background and the good things that bubble up from my
happy life.
I am interested in home. In family.
In history.
In connections.
I did not think that I would be delving into the bird world but the Black Swan, the avian emblem
of Western Australia, holds a big appeal. To the girl brought up in suburban Melbourne with a
Black Sheep in the back yard and who, years ago, made sculptures from washed up penguins,
this reveals a certain symmetry?
I started with the Black Swan but other local birds now also catch my attention as I walk locally
and as we tend the garden at our family weekender down south.
Birds, feathers, and nests offer me a new language, a way that I can move through the theme of
family and home with fresher visuals and with personal connections.
I cannot discount other themes creeping to the fore or intersecting.…as I write this on a winterylooking day, the clouds scoot across the sky, framed and intersected by power lines. I quickly
take some photos though I already have hundreds of these snaps – of clouds and of power lines.
I come from a quilt-making working life – even though I majored in sculpture and art based
textiles. Quilt making has given me much, but of late it is the simple repetition of stitch and of
line – not tied to layering – that I turn to.
As I am slowly returning to drawing. As I am returning to thinking in 3D.
My making/my work is now very simply a conduit and a connection from past to future, and as
such enhances of my life.
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ANNETTE NYKIEL
www.annette-nykiel-artist.com

ARTIST STATEMENT
My practice privileges intimate handmade objects that are quiet, unheroic and made with time
consuming skill.

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Ongoing self-taught stitch, fibre techniques

2014–present PhD Candidate School of Communications and Arts, Edith Cowan University,
WA, AUS
2009–2010

Bachelor of Arts (Indigenous Australian Cultural Studies)

2006–2008

Bachelor of Arts (Art), Curtin University, WA, AUS

1984–1986

(1st Class Honours), Curtin University, WA, AUS
Bachelor of Science (Geology), UWA, WA, AUS

GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
2016

Bellwether Funding

2015

WAFTA scholarship to Fibreswest

2016

2014–2017

2009–2010
2008
2009

NAVA Australian Artists Grant

Australian Postgraduate Award (APA) and an Edith Cowan University Merit Award

Royalties for Regions, Marlu Kuru Kuru women’s art project, 				
infrastructure and business training
Guild On Show
Marlu Kuru Kuru Feb 12 – April, 3 Access Gallery in the John Curtin Gallery,
WA, AUS

GROUP EXHIBITIONS (SELECTED)
2016
2016

2015

2015
2014

2013
2013

2012

field working slow making, Spectrum Project Space, Edith Cowan University, WA,
AUS
Direct Address, NSW, AUS

15 x 15, Fibreswest, WA, AUS

Memory and Commemoration, WAFTA group show, Perth Convention Centre,
WA, AUS
Inspired by Nalda, The Painted Tree Gallery, WA, AUS

Mysterium, WAFTA Members Biennale Exhibition, WA, AUS
Fingers and Petals, Ellenbrook Arts, WA, AUS

Western Australian Photographic Book Showcase, PCP, WA, AUS

2010

smART, John Curtin Gallery, WA, AUS

2008

Body Mapping, Genesis in the Hills Restaurant, WA, AUS

2008

Curtin Degree Show, WA, AUS

2008

Stuff of Art, Curtin University, WA, AUS

2008

30 x 30 (2), Tangent Gallery Curtin University, WA, AUS

2008

2008

30 x 30, Tangent Gallery, Curtin University, WA, AUS

Silent Auction, Tangent Gallery, Curtin University, WA, AUS

CURATED EXHIBITIONS
2016

field working slow making, Spectrum Project Space (co curator), WA, AUS

2010

Marlu Kuru Kuru, (curator), Genesis in the Hills Restaurant, WA, AUS

2012

2009

Marlu Kuru Kuru, (curator), Genesis in the Hills Restaurant, WA, AUS
Marlu Kuru Kuru, (curator), John Curtin Gallery, WA, AUS

COLLECTIONS
John Curtin Gallery Collection

A number of Private Collections
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MARIANNE PENBERTHY
www.mariannepenberthy.com

BIOGRAPHY
Marianne Penberthy is an established West Australian fibre and textile artist based in Geraldton,
whose work gives organic expression to her natural surroundings.
Marianne was born in Queensland, and moved to Western Australia in the early 1970s where
she became a self taught studio potter. Later she studied Art and Design at Durack College
Geraldton. In 1995 she gained a BA (Visual Arts) from Edith Cowan University in Perth.
A transition toward textiles was marked by a return to her known childhood landscape in
Queensland which refreshed her deeper memories of home. Homeground, a joint exhibition with
her sister Kerry Johns in the Caloundra Regional Gallery embraced textiles, mixed media and
installation.
An interest in Asian textiles, traditions and methods has led to invitations to participate in
international textile exhibitions including the Textile Exchange Project in Hyogo, Japan and the
Bojagi & Beyond Exhibitions in Seoul Korea and San Francisco USA. In 2014 Marianne was invited
to attend the Korean Bojagi Forum where she showed new works in a solo exhibition on Jeju
Island South Korea. This project was funded by the WA Department of Culture & Arts and the
City of Greater Geraldton.
Recently her focus has been to find new ways to incorporate textiles within the landscape. These
investigations build on earlier ground installations where she used ropes to stitch the land. Her
willingness to uncover her sense of connection to Australian landscapes comes with a desire to
patch, stitch, mend and dust the ground. Textiles offer her a way to practice being present in her
chosen landscapes.

EDUCATION
1995

Bachelor of Arts [Visual Arts] Edith Cowan University, WA, AUS

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
2015/14/13 Zest Festival Kalbarri, Ideas Development, Assist Installation of Art Spaces,
WA, AUS
2014

Forum Lecture 2014 Korean Bojagi Forum Jeju, SOUTH KOREA

1996

Lecturer Coordinator Aboriginal Art & Design Midwest College, WA, AUS

2013

Textile engagement workshops Northampton Aboriginal Community, WA, AUS

CROSS CULTURAL PUBLIC ART COMMISSION
2006

Dept Housing and Works Perth WA Entry Foyer Geraldton Regional Hospital
Penberthy/Papertalk-Green Cultural Indigenous Collaborative Commission,
WA, AUS

EXHIBITIONS: SOLO
2014

2013

2006

2004
2001

Bojagi & Beyond, Nori Gallery Jeoji Artist’s Village, Jeju, SOUTH KOREA
Recall: An Artist’s Journey, ACDC Community Gallery, WA, AUS
Rekindling, Goldsmiths Hall, WA, AUS

Returning, Project Gallery, WA, AUS

Homeground, Project Gallery, Geraldton Regional Art Gallery, WA, AUS

EXHIBITIONS: INTERNATIONAL
2014

Bojagi & Beyond, International Quilt Exhibition Chojun, Art Museum, Seoul, KOREA

2011

Textile Exchange Project Re: A Prefix, Hyogo Museum, JAPAN & Perth Museum,
WA, AUS

2012

2011

International Bojagi & Beyond, Seoul, KOREA

International Bojagi & Beyond, Folk Art Centre, San Francisco, USA
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EXHIBITIONS: JURIED
2016

Fiberarts International 2016, Pittsburg Center for the Arts, Pennsylvania, USA

2015

Materialities, Surface Design Association Exhibition, Arrowmont, USA

2015
2015/13
2014

2012

Tasmanian Art Quilt Prize, Narryna Heritage Museum, TAS, AUS
Bunbury Biennale, Bunbury Regional Art Gallery, WA, AUS

Petite Miniature Textiles, Wangaratta Regional Gallery, VIC, AUS
Expressions 2012: Wool Quilt Prize, VIC, AUS

EXHIBITIONS: TWO/THREE PERSONS
2003

2000

Returning, Caloundra Qld Regional Art Gallery, QLD, AUS

Homeground, Collaborative with Kerry Johns, Caloundra Regional Gallery,
QLD, AUS

AWARD EXHIBITIONS
2014

Port Hedland Art Award, Courthouse Gallery, WA, AUS

2012

Great Southern Art Award, WA, AUS

2013

Midwest Art Prize, Geraldton Regional Art Gallery, WA, AUS

PRIZES AND AWARDS
2015
2014

2013

2012

Materialities, Arrowmont School of Art/Craft Tennessee SDA Members Exhibition
2nd Place, USA
Port Hedland Art Awards, Best Non Indigenous, WA, AUS

Port Hedland Art Award, (Most Outstanding Work), WA, AUS

Midwest Art Prize, (Highly Commended Mid West Award), WA, AUS

GRANTS
2014

2013

WA Department of Culture & Arts New Work Development Grant
WA Department of Culture & Arts Art Flight

City of Greater Geraldton Artist Grant to attend Korean Bojagi Forum
City of Greater Geraldton Artist Grant

TRUDI POLLARD
www.pollarddesigns.com

ARTIST STATEMENT
I have been working, studying, lecturing and teaching in the areas of fibre arts and ceramics for
40 years. I live in a beautiful bushland setting in Bedfordale, Western Australia overlooking the
waters of the Wungong Dam.
I love doing what I do, I love living where I live and I create my art work from my soul. Kahlil
Gibran, the famous poet says that one’s work is ‘love made visible’.
My art practice has a strong focus on obtaining colour from the earth’s minerals and plants using
designs and techniques that reflect both primitive and contemporary art. I have always observed
insects, shells, fish, flowers, and stones with particular interest in their intricate patterns and
colours. I have always been fascinated by the detail of nature. With my background in ceramics
and specialties in glaze technology and natural dyeing, I am fascinated by the combination of
natural dyeing, flora and geological make-up, along with an area’s history and the underpinning
anthropological story behind this rich visual tapestry, which provides me with never-ending
creative inspiration.
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JODY QUACKENBUSH
ARTIST STATEMENT
Jody Quackenbush’s practice is not limited to textiles and the mediums she uses largely relies on
their suitability in regards to the development of an idea. In regards to the production of textile
sculptures and namely the masks she has previously been known for making, they are made as
part of a process of creation that evolves organically and spontaneously using the materials at
hand and that the artist has collected.
There is a small body of work (like the piece in this exhibition) that relates to her Great maternal
grandmother. Ivy was a tailor and like many women of her generation was talented in many
crafts. Although she was never known by the artist a connection is based on the possession of
objects she left behind namely hand beaded and embroidered 1930’s dresses. In the past Jody
has transfer printed fabrics that mimic her dresses and made them into an upholstered chair
and quilt. The memento piece is the most recent incarnation of thematic works relating to her
family’s history of textile production.
There is in regards to textile artworks a more substantial body of work from the artist; of masks
and photographs of women wearing masks that explores the transformative and anonymous
experience of wearing a mask. The masks and photographic styling of female subjects often
re-appropriate historical dress and play with different cultural styles. They are created with the
artists collections of textiles and haberdashery (often which have been handed down to her from
her maternal Grandmother and harbour sentimental significance).

BIOGRAPHY
Jody Quackenbush has studied Fine Art at both Edith Cowan University graduating in 2007 and
The West Australian School of Art and Design in 1999. In addition she has undertaken part of
a textile design degree at Massey University in New Zealand. She has been a part of emerging
artist showcases such as PICA’s Hatched 2000 and Art Melbourne ‘Off the Wall’ 2008. In 2013
Jody underwent a residency in Finland at Arteles Creative Centre. She has had several solo
and collaborative shows in Perth ARI spaces in recent years and was included in the Joondalup
Invitation Art Award in 2014.

EMMA SEATON
BIOGRAPHY
Born 1969, Leamington Spa, England
Living in Perth WA since 2010

ARTIST STATEMENT
I am a tactile person by nature and have always believed that to really see something one needs
to touch and feel. This is to me is a core characteristic of fibre and cloth, which I have always
loved. From making dresses for dolls as a child, I have grown up though dressmaking and
functional textiles, to appreciate cloth and fibre for what it really is – a tactile medium that can
be an expression of the world around us.
In my art I have an interest in the inner world of mind and memory, and of the outer natural
worlds. I have created vessels from silk papers, dyes, inks and threads to create ‘Hidden Worlds’,
an exploration of the differences between the world around us and the inner worlds of ourselves
and people around us. ‘Memory of a Blanket’ took these hidden worlds and explored how they
can seem so contained – within a box – but in a moment can be thrown open and our memories
can be little more than seeds blown about by the wind, still around us, but almost impossible to
catch.
In the outer world I have a fascination of the seed pods of Western Australian flora. Coming
from England many of them are new to me. I am used to pods being brittle and fragile, ready to
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burst out and distribute the seed at the slightest touch. Instead I find they are hard and seemingly
closed and dormant. The pod dries slowly and imperceptibly starts to open out, releasing the
seed from a secret inner world. The structure of these pods as they dry becomes ever more
pronounced and strange. Through simple drawings of these pods, predominantly those of
eucalypts, I am learning to see the many different shapes that appear from the freshest to the
most desiccated specimens. In my latest work I have tried to interpret these simple drawings in
textile structures, trying to retain the strangeness of the Australian pod, but add in a sense of the
fragility of my more familiar English natives.

GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2016
2015
2014

Memory & Commemoration Travelling Exhibition – WAFTA group show, Lake Grace
& Busselton Art Geo Gallery, WA, AUS

Memory & Commemoration – WAFTA group show, Perth Convention Centre, WA, AUS
Mysterium – WAFTA group show, Gallery at Central TAFE, WA, AUS

ANNIE SHELLEY
www.paintingthenile.wordpress.com

ARTIST STATEMENT
My art practice explores the barely visible, small, human stories of history. Many exist only in
memory, in oral telling, in fabrics, objects and in the presence of old, hand-written letters. Such
stories are fragmented as they are handed down in time, and when we re-create them again in
our own words.
I am currently exploring the idea of being in a foreign land, the way of seeing another culture and
the representation of a world that is exotic. I am interested in the way the traveller interprets and
represents the light, the people, the imagery and the motifs of the countries they find themselves
in.
I employ various assemblage and machine embroidery techniques to create textile installations. I
use dyeing, solvent transfer and devore and often combine them with drawing and handwriting. I
prefer to use found fabrics, papers and threads with a history of their own and allow these to help
tell the story.

CURRICULUM VITAE
Doctor of Philosophy candidate, University of Western Australia, WA, AUS

EDUCATION
2010

Bachelor of Arts (Art), Honours with First Class, Curtin University, WA, AUS

1985

Diploma of Education Murdoch University, VIC, AUS

2008
1981–83

Graduate Diploma of Visual Art, (Distinction), Curtin University, WA, AUS
Bachelor of Arts, University of Melbourne, VIC, AUS

AWARDS
2015

Australian Post Graduate Award Scholarship

2015

Tarling-Hetherington Scholarship, UWA

2015
2014
2011

2008

UWA Safety-Net Top-Up Scholarship

Judge’s Commendation, Mandurah Wearable Art Stretch Festival
Fiona Stanley Telethon Adventurer’s Award

Studio Academic Achievement Award for Graduate Diploma in Art, Curtin
University

COLLECTIONS
Telethon Institute of Child Health, WA, AUS
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ROBI SZALAY
BIOGRAPHY
Robi completed a Bachelor of Arts degree at Curtin University, Perth, Western Australia in 2006
and has continued to explore the language of cloth and its links with identity and time.
Robi works primarily with manipulated cloth, embroidery and print media; where the process
becomes as important as the outcome.
The past two years has seen Robi living and travelling through Europe.
WAFTA’s twentyONE+ Exhibition will be one of the first exhibitions to participate in since
returning to Perth.

AWARDS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
2013

Fremantle Arts Centre Print Award, Finalist, WA, AUS

2012

City of Melville Art Awards, Winner of Textile Category, WA, AUS

2012

2009

2008

2004/2006

2002
2002

2000

Artflight grant and invitation to exhibit in KOREA

City of Melville Art Awards ,Winner of Textile Category, WA, AUS

City of South Perth Emerging Artist Award, Best Local Artist Award, WA, AUS

Dean’s Commendation for Academic Performance, Curtin University, WA, AUS

Smales Fashion Design Awards, Eveningwear Sensation, category winner, WA, AUS
Smales Fashion Design Awards, Eveningwear Collection, category winner, WA, AUS
Smales Fashion Design Awards, Eveningwear Sensation, category joint winner,
WA, AUS

HELEN TING
ARTIST STATEMENT
Helen has recently entered the visual arts scene, creating contemporary art pieces from handwoven works. She takes inspiration from form. Recent works focus on line, sculptural effects and
light. Helen uses a variety of techniques including kasuri (ikat) weaving and textile folding based
on origami.

TEXTILE EDUCATION
2015

Applied Kasuri I, Kawashima Textile School, Kyoto, JAPAN

2007

Hand Weaving Summer School Course, NSW Spinners and Weavers Guild,
NSW, AUS

2014

Foundation Kasuri, Kawashima Textile School, Kyoto, JAPAN

GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2016

Petite Miniature Textiles Biennial Exhibition, Wangaratta Art Gallery, VIC, AUS

2016

Kawashima Textile School Graduate Exhibition, Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art,
JAPAN

2016

2015
2015

WAFTA’s twentyONE+ Juried Exhibition, Spectrum Project Space, Edith Cowan
University, WA, AUS

Finalist Wangaratta Contemporary Textile Award, Wangaratta Art Gallery,
VIC, AUS

Kawashima Textile School Graduate Exhibition, Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art,
JAPAN
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KATRINA VIRGONA
BIOGRAPHY
Born in Cairns, North Queensland, Australia

ART PRACTICE
In her studio practice, Katrina Virgona works three dimensionally with a diverse range of
materials including wool, wire, wood, fur, human hair and fabrics. Her design strategies
frequently incorporate elements such as lips, layers, hollows, overlaps, points and spikes.
Primary processes often involve wiring, binding, coiling, felting and stitching. Many artworks
are informed by an ongoing interest in the psychology and physicality of anthropological fetish
objects.
Katrina’s work has been exhibited and collected locally, nationally and internationally.

TERTIARY
2002

Bachelor of Arts (Art), Curtin University, WA, AUS

1992

Associate Diploma in Arts Management, CMC TAFE, WA, AUS

1992
1982

Honours, First Class, Curtin University, WA, AUS

Bachelor of Arts (Psychology), University of New England, NSW, AUS

ART RELATED EMPLOYMENT
2007–2016

OUA, School of Design& Art, Curtin University, WA, AUS

2003–2005 Sessional Teaching High School – Gifted & Talented Art Program
2002

Applecross Senior High School, WA, AUS

Sessional Teaching – Textiles and Material Culture

KATE WEEDON-JONES
ARTIST STATEMENT
The subject ‘Textiles’ is a bit like a lifetime story for me ….I have been involved in and absolutely
passionate about textile design for 40 years (and more). I studied a BA Design with a Textile
Major in my youth, worked super hard after graduating, throwing myself into production and
exhibition work along with part-time lecturing. Then tried to continue some sort of textile
production while raising a family and again when lecturing and tutoring in various tertiary
institutions and community arts programs.
I have spread my interests across many textile disciplines in all these years, but with greater
focus more recently on surface design using printed, dyed and shibori processes, with stitch and
bojagi coming into the mix.
My work is most often a combination of techniques and processes whereby I am ‘building’ the
surface pattern onto and into the cloth.
Design development is always an integral part of my textile work and inspiration comes from
many sources, including architectural forms, aerial photography and natural wonders. Surfaces,
details, shadows, reflection, light and colour play a huge part of the design process for me.
The graphic, interpretative printed and dyed work I have made for the twentyONE+ plus
exhibition is a result of a very inspiring trip out into the Central Australian desert and visiting a
number of wonderful aboriginal communities along the way. The colours of the landscape were
astoundingly rich, vibrant and beautiful.
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LOUISE WELLS
www.louisewells.com

ARTIST STATEMENT
My work is often inspired by our untold or hidden stories, the ones we keep close to our hearts.
I am fascinated by the contrast and often conflicts between these stories and the person we see.
Only through enquiry do we discover the complexity of the journey people have travelled.
I use a variety of techniques such as screen printing, stamping, block printing, shibori, hand
dyeing and transfer printing to create pattern and texture on silk and cotton fabrics, usually in
bold and vibrant colours. Sections, blocks and repetition are frequently used to represent time,
recurring themes, and events in our lives. I use raw, cut and frayed edges to create texture.
References to Chenilling, Patchwork and Bojagi can often be seen in my work.
I am currently in the process of further exploring and developing layering and revealing
techniques to create more textural and multi-dimensional works.

THIS WORK: ‘BEHIND THE DIAGNOSIS’
This series of work began in response to my frustrating experience applying for a disability
support pension for my 16 year old son who has Down Syndrome, which involved an arduous
series of steps over 5 months, through a system which is incompetent and lacking in compassion.
This made me more determined to fight for recognition of him as a human being.
The basis of the work is the Karyotype of the Chromosomes; the scanned image of this shown to
me at his birth, I kept going back to in my mind. (A set of the 23 chromosome pairs are laid out in
numerical order. If there are three instead of two pairs of number 21 chromosome, this leads to a
diagnosis of Trisomy 21 – Down Syndrome).
I was inspired by karyotype images where striped diagrams of black and white lines appear in
pairs of varying set lengths. I first made a standard Down Syndrome Karyotype cut from my
jeans, and my husband’s business shirts, then sets with discarded upholstery fabric samples. The
beauty, high contrast and the delicacy of each layer helped me to see the complexity, uniqueness and personality rather than the cold clinical profile. The process assisted my healing. These
individual chromosomes were then threaded onto wire and coiled basket-like, looped and woven
to show a cheeky personality, a passion for life, hopes and dreams, all the truly human aspects of
the person, rather than just a clinical profile.

BIOGRAPHY
Louise Wells completed a 5 year Specialist Art program at Balcatta SHS, and then gained
an Associate Diploma in Textiles at Western Australian Institute of Technology (now Curtin
University) in 1983. This was followed by a traineeship with Kate Weedon-Jones at Fremantle
Arts Centre, majoring in the production of repeat design screen printed lengths. At this time
Louise, along with six other recent WAIT graduates, set up a group studio space (Northfolk
Studios) in North Perth. Here she started designing and selling her own range of clothing and
screen printed items.
Louise exhibited in several group exhibitions, culminating in a solo exhibition in Albany, WA
in 1987. She also taught textiles to both adults and children in various school and community
programs during this time. Later she worked in an Occupational Therapy outpatient clinic where
she taught a variety of Arts, Crafts and Life Skills programs.
A long break from a full-time textile practice to raise her 3 children allowed Louise to learn and
explore many areas of textile interest for pure enjoyment. Her current textile practice reflects
this development and life experience. Over the past seven years she has exhibited in 25 group
exhibitions (seven jury selected), along with completing a year long self-directed colour project
in 2012 as part of her ongoing education.
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ANNE WILLIAMS
BIOGRAPHY
Anne grew up in a family of artists/makers and the act of making has always been an integral
part of her life. Trained initially as a high school English teacher, she took time out to raise a
family before retraining as a secondary art teacher. While at home with her children, Anne spent
the time learning about a variety of textile practices, including knitting, spinning, weaving,
natural dyeing and sewing the family’s clothes. Being married to a field geologist meant many
months each year ‘confined to barracks’.
Working life resumed with a part time position at WACAE (now Edith Cowan University) as
a lecturer in spinning and weaving. She then went back to study, majoring in textiles and art
history, becoming a WACAE teaching student at the same time as her daughter.
Anne became part of the establishment of Waldorf/Steiner education in WA, with special
emphasis on the Craft curriculum K–10. Since retiring from full time teaching, she has taught
many community classes for children and adults and continues to be involved with adult
education and teacher training.
WAFTA became a part of Anne’s life around 2003 and she has seen it grow. She was on the
committee for some years, from the exhibition WAFTA Naturally in 2009 until retiring before
Mysterium in 2013. She has taken part in most WAFTA exhibitions and a number of other group
shows. Her most recent venture was Through the Singing of My Hands, a solo show at The
Mundaring Arts Centre, March 2016.
Anne’s recent work practice has become increasingly focused on hand stitching. She likes to
use natural materials that have already had a life and are softened by wear and washing. The
long, slow process of hand stitching allows thoughts to emerge and clarify. It can be similar to
meditation, where time seems to enter another dimension as the needle threads its way through
cloth.
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